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Alice in Wonderland !
Alice in Wonderland is a full-length ballet based on the
classic children’s novel by Lewis Carroll
Produced by Rodney Gustafson
Choreographed by Robert Sund
Music by Jean Sibelius
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PLOT SUMMARY
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Act 1:

Our story begins with Alice, her
older sister, their nanny, and
Lewis Carroll himself enjoying a
summer picnic on a “golden
afternoon” outside Carroll’s
home in Oxford, England.
Suddenly, a White Rabbit
appears and entices Alice to
follow him, thus beginning her
adventures in Wonderland.
Sund’s ballet recreates Carroll’s
story as we follow Alice down
the rabbit hole. Too big to
continue, Alice drinks the
offered potion and is soon able
to enter the door that will lead
her into this world of fantasy.
Remember things are never as
they appear to be! The
Caterpillar becomes a Butterfly,
and the Cheshire Cat, warning
Alice that she has entered a
world that doesn’t make sense,
vanishes. The White Knight, an
artist who is both strong and
gallant, introduces himself to
Alice. Their conversation is
interrupted by the White
Rabbit, and again Alice sets off
in pursuit of him. In her
wanderings, she finds the comic
brothers Tweedledee and
Tweedledum, whose drinking
and dancing leave Alice curious
and curiouser!

Despite the Cheshire Cat’s
warning, our heroine insists on
more adventures, stumbling
upon the Mad Hatter’s Tea
Party. All the guests have
arrived; the March Hare, the
Dormouse, and the Mad Hatter
himself.

Act 2:

!

Throughout her journey, Alice
encounters a number of
characters who are very
familiar to us. We begin with
Tiger Lily and the Cheshire Cat

bidding her farewell as she heads
off to the seashore with
Tweedledee and Tweedledum.
There she meets the tearful
Mock Turtle and the Frog
Footman, and the White Knight
and Cheshire Cat return to
engage Alice in more imaginative
play. She learns that the Queen
of Hearts is hosting a croquet
party and all the characters of
Wonderland have been invited.
Anxious to attend, Alice
persuades the Frog Footman to
give her an invitation and
together they join the Queen and
her court. More frightening than
foolish, the Queen of Hearts,
enraged that Alice had joined her
garden fete, orders the Frog
Footman executed for his
kindness to her. Our heroine’s
protests are met with the
familiar “Off with her head!”
When all seems lost, and Alice’s
own fate seems sealed, the White
Knight appears and rescues her
from the Queen’s clutches.
Alice’s adventures come to an
end as the White Knight leads
her back to the world of
Childhood, her family, and Lewis
Carroll himself.

Alice in Wonderland !
Important
themes
and
motifs
in Lewis Carroll’s
classic novel
Alice in Wonderland is a classic
coming-of-age story that
celebrates the curiosity and
innocence of childhood
adventures. Alice as the story’s
heroine leads us through a
world where fantasy mixes with
reality, mirroring the young
girl’s transition into adulthood
through trying to identify with
the world around her. The
conflicts, characters, and
conundrums that Alice faces on
her adventures are all symbolic
of the contrasting feelings of
anxiety and excitement one
might experiences when
growing up.
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Themes are the fundamental
and often universal ideas that
are explored in a literary work.
In the case of Alice in
Wonderland, the author Lewis
Carroll has implied a number of
different themes within this
complex, unique, and intriguing
novel. The inevitable loss of
childhood innocence is explored
through the variety of absurd
physical changes Alice goes
through over the course of the
story - growing very tall or
shrinking to very small, Alice
feels discomfort and frustration
with each change.
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Alice also encounters a series of
puzzles on her journey, most of
which have no clear explanation
or solution. Imitating the way
life frustrates expectations and
resists simple, logical
interpretations, these puzzles
are another way to prepare
Alice for adulthood. Unsolvable
riddles and games represent
life’s endless stream of choices,
where we must learn patience
and how to make good
decisions.

Motifs are recurring
structures, ideas, or literary
devices that can help to develop
the text’s major themes.
The concept of “dreams” plays
a major role in Alice in
Wonderland, as the majority of
the novel takes place within her
dream. The characters and
happenings of the real world
mix with elements of her
unconscious state, and the
reader becomes involved in the
dream itself. This contrast
between fantasy and reality is a
common thread throughout the
story, enhancing the themes of
growing up, loss of innocence,
and self discovery.
The language that Lewis
Carroll employs is very playful,
making use of puns, multiple
meanings of words, and even
inventing new words,
expressions, and new
definitions. These uncommon
linguistic conventions go far
beyond the expectations of the
reader, straight into the realms
of fantasy and surrealism anything is possible in
Wonderland! Carroll’s
manipulation of language,
transmitted through his heroine
Alice, reflects a keen sense of
imagination and the feeling of
life’s unlimited possibilities.
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Key Facts:
Comparing the Novel to the Ballet
Novel

Ballet

Year Created:

1862-1863

2001

Created By:

Author Lewis Carroll

Choreographer Robert Sund

Type of Work:

Novella

Full-length Ballet

Genre:

Fairy tale; Children’s
fiction; satire; allegory

Fairy tale; Family
performance; story ballet

Forms of
communication:

Literature, writing,
adjectives, written form,
imagination of the reader

Dance, body movement,
mime, facial expressions,
costumes, music, sets

Narrator:

Anonymous, speaks mostly
in third person, voices
Alice’s thoughts and
feelings

Implied, audience perspective
takes over, each dancer
conveys characters
individually

Protagonist:

Alice

Alice

Audience:

The reader

Theater goers

Artist rendering by Daniel Nyiri of the backdrop to State Street Ballet’s Alice in Wonderland
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Costume
sketch
by
Daniel
Nyiri for
State
Street
Ballet’s
Alice in
Wonderland

Major Characters:

Alice: The protagonist of the story,
believes the world is orderly and stable,
but is wildly curious about her
surroundings. We follow her adventures
through Wonderland.
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The White Rabbit: A frantic, harried
Wonderland creature that originally
leads Alice to Wonderland. A figure of
importance, but typically unstable and
anxious.
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The Queen of Hearts: The ruler of
Wonderland, severe and domineering,
her punishments usually call for death.
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The Cheshire Cat: A perpetually grinning
cat who appears and disappears at will.
The Cat displays a clearheaded, yet
detached logic and explains Wonderland
to Alice.
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The Caterpillar: A Wonderland creature
who sits on a mushroom, smokes a
hookah, and treats Alice with skepticism
and contempt. The Caterpillar asks
philosophical questions and presents
choices to Alice.
Costume
sketch
by
Daniel
Nyiri for
State
Street
Ballet’s
Alice in
Wonderland

The Mad Hatter: A small impolite hatter
who lives in perpetual tea-time. The Mad
Hatter enjoys frustrating Alice.
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The March Hare: The Mad Hatter’s teatime companion who also takes great joy
in frustrating Alice.
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The Dormouse: The Mad Hatter and
March Hare’s companion, who sits at the
tea table, drifting in and out of sleep.
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Tweedledee and Tweedledum: Two
obnoxious, hilarious, and identical twin
brothers who finish each other’s
sentences and always want to play word
games. They represent frustration and
obstacles in Wonderland.

!

Frog Footman: Footman to the Queen’s
sister, takes pity on Alice and gets her an
invitation to the Queen’s garden party.
He is dim-witted yet accustomed to the
fact that nothing makes sense in
Wonderland.
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Mock Turtle: A turtle with the head of a
calf. The Mock Turtle is friendly to Alice
but is exceedingly sentimental and selfabsorbed.

Alice in Wonderland !
About State Street Ballet and General Facts About Ballet
State Street Ballet is a vibrant, innovative professional
dance company based in Santa Barbara, California.
Founded in 1995 by former American Ballet Theatre
dancer Rodney Gustafson, the company remains
dedicated to promoting original dance through public
performances and educational outreach programs.
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State Street Ballet combines the discipline and timeless
elegance of classical ballet technique with updated looks,
and cutting-edge choreography, producing original works
that satisfy today's diverse audiences. By melding
familiar story lines with exciting dance movement and
multi-media visuals, State Street Ballet gives each tale a
modern, passionate and unique twist. This inspiring mix
of movement, music, lighting, scenery and acting is
successfully reaching new audiences, introducing dance
as mainstream entertainment while honoring classical
training, style and tradition.

State Street Ballet’s “The Secret Garden”

General Facts about Ballet
1. Ballet is an art of movement. Movement is vertical and
horizontal on stage and is organized in space and time to
follow rhythmical patterns indicated by the music.
Movement sequences can convey a story without the use of
words or even mime. Movement can establish mood, make
statements and develop a good story line. A good ballet
does not need an explanation; it visually illustrates a piece
of music or tells a story, or both.
2. As a performing art, ballet combines a number of
elements to create an overall theatrical spectacle: music,
lights, costumes and scenery all help to convey the story.
3. The teaching language of ballet is French, a universal
language understood by all dancers. Dancers can learn
from teachers and choreographers, even though they
might not speak the same language because the names of
the steps are the same no matter where they are used.
4. All ballet steps and movements have a common
denominator as everything begins or ends in one of five
basic feet positions. Steps can be linked together in
movement, phases or combinations.
5. Ballet dancers are athletes and professionals. They
spend long hours training in order to perform. This
training starts at an early age, 5-11 years old. Training
hours increase with a dancer’s physical development
ability. Professional dancers train 7 hours a day, 6 days a
week, and even longer on performing days.
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Ballet History and Vocabulary
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Spotlight Word: BALLET

What is ballet? Where does
it come from?

!

Painting by Lancret of an 18th century ballet dancer

Ballet is a formalized type of
performance dance, which began
in 16th and 17th century French
courts. Ballet was further
developed in England, Italy, and
Russia as a concert dance form.
Early ballet dancers were not as
highly skilled as they are now.
Ballet has since become a highly
technical form of dance with its
own vocabulary. It is a poised
style of dance that incorporates
the foundational techniques for
many other dance styles.

What is the difference between Contemporary ballet
and Classical ballet?

!

Classical ballet is the most formal of the ballet styles; it
adheres to traditional ballet technique whereas
contemporary ballet is a form of dance influenced by both
classical ballet and modern dance. Contemporary ballet
allows a greater range of movement outside of the strict
body lines in classical ballet technique.

!
Who is Marie Taglioni?
!

Marie Taglioni was one of the most celebrated ballerinas
of the romantic ballet. Ballerinas such as, Marie Taglioni,
Geneviève Gosselin and Fanny Elssler experimented with
new techniques such as pointework that gave the ballerina
prominence as the ideal stage figure.

!
What is pointework? What is “en pointe”?
!

En pointe (pointe) means "on the tip" and is a part of
classical ballet technique, usually practiced using specially
reinforced shoes called pointe shoes or toe shoes. The
technique developed from the desire for dancers to appear
weightless and sylph-like (moving and bending with ease)
and has evolved to enable dancers to dance on the tips of
their toes for extended periods of time.

The ballerina today: Julie Kent of American
Ballet Theatre

Alice in Wonderland !
Examples
of
Ballet Terms

Ballet Vocabulary

Pronunciation

Description

adagio

ah-DAZJ-eh-oh

slow; a slow, sustained movement

allegro

ah-leh-GROH

Fast; jumps performed to a quick, sharp tempo;
grande allegro = large jumps; petite allegro =
small jumps

pirouette

peer-WHET

Whirling; a generalized term used in ballet to
describe a turn

pliè

plee-YAY

To bend; a movement fundamental to ballet that
requires bending of the knee(s)

pas de chat

pah-duh-shah

Step of the cat; having both feet off the ground
when jumping from one foot to another

croisè

krawh-zay

Meaning “to cross”; facing on the diagonal with
one leg crossed in front of the other

èchappè

ay-shah-pay

To escape; moving from 5th to 2nd position by
sliding the feet to the ball of the foot - or as a
jump

ronds de jambes

rohn-duh-zjahmb

Around the circle; to circle the legs either on or
off the floor, outward or inward

Alice in Wonderland !
Discussion Questions
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State Street Ballet’s Alice in Wonderland

Quotes for Discussion

!

1) “Who in the world am I? Ah that’s the great
puzzle.”

!

Alice asks this of herself in Lewis Carroll’s novel, as
she realizes that she is not simply trying to figure out
Wonderland, but herself as well. Her quest to
understand Wonderland becomes a quest to
understand the forces and feelings that constitute her
own identity. The idea of the great puzzle also
supports Carroll’s notion that life is a constant
mystery that humans must use rational thought and
intelligent to understand.

!

2) “Lastly, she pictured to herself how this same
little sister of hers would, in the after time, be herself
a grown woman; and how she would keep the simple
and loving heart of her childhood; and how she
would gather about her other little children, and
make their eyes bright and eager with many a strange
tale, perhaps even with the dream of Wonderland of
long ago; and how she would feel with all their
simple sorrows, and find a pleasure in all their
simple joys, remembering her own child life, and the
happy summer days.”

!

The final sentence of the novel, this passage is
written with a tone of golden nostalgia,
differing drastically from the rest of the story.
The perspective is now that of Alice’s sister,
who views Alice’s story as a strange tale from a
simple heart, contrasting greatly with Alice’s
feelings of confusion and frustration. The
reader is left with the feeling of longing for
blissful summer days of yesteryear.

• Do you find the characters likable? Would you
want to meet them in real life? Why or why not?
• Does the story end the way you expected it
would? How and why?
• What role does fantasy and imagination play in
our lives?
• How essential is the setting to the story? Could
the story have taken place anywhere else?
• Do you think you would have jumped down that
rabbit hole as Alice did? Why or why not?
• If you could change yourself into another human
being, who would it be and why?
• Which would you choose to be - large or small,
and why?
• Was Wonderland a dream of Alice’s or was it
reality? Why?
• How do the characters express their emotions?
How might you express these emotions through
movement and facial expressions?

Costume
sketch
by
Daniel
Nyiri for
State
Street
Ballet’s
Alice in
Wonderland
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How to Enjoy Live Theater
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Let’s share the excitement of live theatre together! When young people attend a live
theatrical performance for the first time they often do not realize how different it is from
watching a movie or television show. Because the performers and audience are together in
the same room, they are creating the event together. The performers can see and hear the
audience just as the audience can see and hear them.
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A live presentation has not been prerecorded, or edited, which means it’s riskier for the
performers and more exciting for the audience. It also means the audience has a real
contribution to make the overall experience enjoyable. Audience members affect those
around them as well as the performers. The more the audience “gives” to the performers, the
more the performers can give back to the audience. Remember, without the audience, there
would be no show!

Live theater is successful because of the
efforts of many people working together:

!
•
•
•
•
•

The Audience
The Technical Crew
The Creative Production Team
The House Manager and Ushers
The Performers

General Theater Etiquette

!

• Listening, laughing, and applauding in the appropriate places is welcomes and greatly appreciated
by the performers. They are the signs of a good audience. Talking during a performance is
distracting. Ushers are instructed to ask anyone creating a distraction to leave the auditorium.
• No hats or chewing gum in the theater; these must be removed upon entering the lobbies.
• Trips to the bathroom should be taken before and after the performance. A chaperone from your
school must accompany the students.
• Please encourage the students to listen to the ushers carefully when being seated and when leaving
the theater. Our ushers are trained to ensure the comfort and safety of the audience.
• Live theater is a unique and fun-filled experience that is made even better when everyone works
together and shows off their best theater manners.
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Additional Resources
Lewis Carroll (1832-1898) was also an inventor,
mathematician, photographer, and visual artist, in
addition to being an acclaimed author. He is known
throughout the world for his extraordinary facility at
word play, logic, and fantasy.

Lewis Carroll at his writing desk, circa 1870

For more information on State Street Ballet,
please visit www.statestreetballet.com
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!
Additional works by Lewis Carroll
!
A Tangled Tale (collection of short stories, 1880-85)
!
Phantasmagoria (poem, 1869)
!
Sylvie and Bruno (novel, 1889)
!
Sylvie and Bruno Concluded (novel, 1893)
!
The Hunting of the Snark (poem, 1876)
!
Through the Looking Glass (novel, 1871)
!

What the Tortoise Said to Achilles (journal article, 1895)

Connect with State Street Ballet on Facebook
at www.facebook.com/statestreetballet

!
Other performances by State Street Ballet:
!
The Nutcracker
!
Beauty and the Beast
!
The Jungle Book
!
Cinderella
!
Carmen
!
The Secret Garden
!
Romeo and Juliet
!
Swan Lake
!
An American Tango

State Street Ballet, photo by Rose Eichenbaum

